New debit card may cause some confusion

By Joslyn LoPacca
The Summer Pennsylvanian

A new dining alternative named The Great Place may cause some confusion among University students this fall as the new debit card, known locally as the QuakerCard, will be competing with current student cards for business.

"There are a lot of people who don't realize that the QuakerCard is anything more than a debit card," said Colonial credit union representative Cononico. He expected that most of their parents are involved with student debit cards.

"We have got all our money cards from students and parents who are taking advantage of the QuakerCard," said Cononico. The QuakerCard is a debit card provided by Colonial Credit Union, as well as other banks such as Mellon and PNC.

Cononico added that University Student Services is "like a family business." He explained that most of their parents are involved with student debit cards.

The University of Pennsylvania ranks first in a profit and loss report of Philadelphia area hospitals. The report was released by the Philadelphia Board of Hospital Trustees and the Pennsylvania Hospital Cost Control Commission.

"The University system has had the lowest negative margin of 21.3 percent," said Masch. But this system of measuring margin excludes transfers and increases in other sections — leaving the University in a situation similar to other hospitals.

"The University has continued to decrease the rate of revenue growth," Masch said. He explained that the rate of revenue growth includes the transfer of revenue, with losses in other sections — leaving the University with a negative margin of 21.3 percent.
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COLUMN WAS ONE-DIMENSIONAL

To the Editor:
The Penn Women’s Basketball Team, theHoops, has not been acknowledged for its dedication to the community. Throughout the season, members of the team have volunteered their time to a variety of events, including community service projects, youth basketball camps, and school visits. Despite their efforts, their contributions have gone unnoticed, leading to a perception that the Hoops are not committed to giving back to the community.

We believe it is important for athletic teams to not only compete at the highest level but also to serve as role models for young people. The Hoops have shown that they are capable of fulfilling this role through their involvement in community service. We urge the University to recognize the contributions of the Hoops and to encourage other athletic teams to follow their example.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]

The only apparent purpose sororities serve, then, is to give girls a chance to compete with each other. The same competition that forced the club girls out of the way for decades, and to which some sorority women now feel entitled, may still hold them captive today. Since 1980, locally owned or small businesses, which used to thrive in the neighborhood, have simply left vacant.

The reason is simple: the University owns the real estate those stores occupy, and charges rents that only a huge national chain store can afford. Local businesses and local employees are thus driven out in exchange for those minimum-wage clerks, and what middle-class family left in an University City neighborhood can afford.

To the Editor:
This was not unlike the one I've encountered...
U. considers fish farming

Masch wants to create a university sponsored organization.

" masch said there were several facts supporting the proposal: it would create jobs, but it would also help to lower the price of seafood in the Philadelphia area. Specifically, it would mean lower prices on striped bass. Masch said the founders plan to have representatives from several other facts supporting the proposal, it would create jobs, but it would also help to lower the price of seafood in the Philadelphia area. Specifically, it would mean lower prices on striped bass. Masch said the founders plan to have representatives from the fish farm, the Naval Shipyard, and Penn buy a

New budget announced

area for the University is the federal government's decrease in indirect costs. The decrease in indirect costs is affecting all universities in the country. Masch said Penn's rate will decrease from 63.5 percent to an effective 61 percent.

Masch said he added that the savings have been used to assist people who are in dire need. "It is important to keep in mind that a university sponsored organization," he said. "It would depend on how the indirect costs are phased out through restructuring. The proposal is presented to the public to create a

New debit card available

The current decrease of the world's primary service suppliers is the one that the University is hoping for. The University has also received phone calls from people who are interested in the University's restructuring process.

Masch said it is necessary to view any budget as a project. He added that it is important to keep in mind that a university sponsored organization," he said. "It would depend on how the indirect costs are phased out through restructuring. The proposal is presented to the public to create a new economic environment.
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The movie that conquered Britain comes to the U.S.

Field is a composer of so many hits that the mere mention of him brings to mind a cute kid singing in a catchy little ditty. His hits have included songs like "You Are My Sunshine," "Take Me Out to the Ball Game," and many others. But when it comes to this particular song, the same kind of enthusiasm is not apparent. The song, "Lose Yourself," from the movie "8 Mile," has been the focus of much attention.

The song was written and performed by Eminem, a rapper who has been called "the greatest hip-hop artist of our time." The song was nominated for an Academy Award for Best Original Song, and Eminem himself was nominated for Best Actor for his role in the movie. The song has become a cultural phenomenon, and its success has helped to bring hip-hop music to a wider audience.

One of the most interesting aspects of "Lose Yourself" is its use of the phrase "mad dog." This phrase has been used by hip-hop artists in the past, but Eminem's use of it has made it a part of the mainstream culture. The song's message of determination and perseverance has resonated with many listeners, and the song's catchy rhythm and memorable hook have made it an instant classic.

In conclusion, "Lose Yourself" is a song that has transcended its genre and has become a cultural touchstone. Its success is a testament to the power of music to bring people together and to connect with people on a universal level. Whether you're a hip-hop fan or not, "Lose Yourself" is a song that you need to hear.
MUSIC

D GENERATION
No Lunch — Columbia

In the October 27, 1991, issue of the D Generation's omnipresent streetzine, a lot of noise was made about a new album in the works. To date, the record label has only been mentioned in passing, and nobody at the band has confirmed or denied the reports. So we're just waiting to see where it comes from.

The new album is under a lot of pressure to deliver. The music is shaping up to be a lot more varied than before. While not slavishly following Japanese music, the group is very much in love with the music of the 1960s. The lyrics provide an interesting social commentary. Discussing things, people, poverty, and violence in a more subtle way than before. The album is due to be released in the fall.

I've asked them to provide an interview, but they have been uncooperative. Nearly everything I said in the '80s still applies to the current situation. They have yet to release a song from their original album which explains why we continue to play covers by the band. I don't think they are planning to release a new album anytime soon. What little has been released so far is very disappointing.

Part of the reason for this came as quite a surprise; there are songs on their second album which applies to back in '94 their originality. Their second album will be released in the spring of 1992.

I'm grateful to have been introduced to their music by my brother. Nearly everything I said in the '80s still applies to their music. They have gotten better, and it looks like they are on the right track.

—— the solo debut from Violent Femmes drummerPercy DeLeonardo

Fool Offer — the solo debut from Violent Femmes drummerPercy DeLeonardo — is something only those hardcore fans of the band will be able to find. From the time they first played, the band was known for its raw, aggressive sound. The members of the band were looking for a novelty gift, it may or may not be a novelty.

First, a look at the cover and the liner notes. What strikes me is that they are not at all typical of a record cover. Trivially, the band has found a way to bring the audience back into a new album.

The music is by far the most surprising aspect of this album. The band has found a way to bring the audience into a new album.

There are songs on their second album which applies to back in '94 their originality. Their second album will be released in the spring of 1992.

—— the solo debut from Violent Femmes drummerPercy DeLeonardo

Saturday, July 27

DM GENERATION
No Lunch — Columbia

MR GREENZEBEN
(Brown's 25 East, ZOE, Lancaster Avenue, Ardmore, 610-448-0939)

ZONE SHOCKMEN, PSYCHIC FRIENDS & SAMUEL D.
(Kyber Pass Pub, 56 S. 2nd, 440-9683)

BAITING HAGES, TERROR BIGHT, IN AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS
(Untitled Cow, 63rd N, 925-6700)

MICKY ROVER QUARTET
(Ortlyub's Jazzhouse, 467 N 3rd, 923-6278)

Eroica Jazz

POWER
(Brown's 25 East, ZOE, Lancaster Avenue, Ardmore, 610-448-0939)

DESTRUCTION MURRY VANGUY/TOOTH WITH A THUMB & TAO YAO
(Timelines, 11th & Arch, 42-3500)

KRIT, JULIUS BLOOM, ROUGH EDGE, WIG
(Marette, 12th, Chestnut, 923-6278)

STEVI T LMBER BAND
(Blackburne Tony Fernandes Entertainment Center, Canonsburg, 724-667-1450)

RUN ON, MACHINE GUN TV, 36 & FRANKEN MONSTER
(Kyber Pass Pub, 56 S. 2nd, 440-9683)

HAROLD OUSLEY & MICKY ROVER QUARTET
(Ortlyub's Jazzhouse, 467 N 3rd, 923-6278)

Saturaday, July 27

NEW THIS WEEK

Super Clip
(see review page 4. There are two great (or bad?
(Ortlyub's Jazzhouse)

A Time to Kill
(Untitled Cow, 63rd N, 925-6700)

Medicine Woman
(Ortlyub's Jazzhouse, 467 N 3rd, 923-6278)

D Generation
No Lunch — Columbia

Wednesday, July 27

All you have to do is win a witty Kingpin water bottle and a copy of the Blues Travellers "But Anyway" CD single is e-mail streetweb@dupen.edu between 6:00 and 6:15pm today (no earlier, no later) with the answer to the following question: How many pins are there in bowling?

And five lucky winners will get a copy of the Kingpin Soundtrack and a water bottle if you can also name the TV show Vanessa Angel stars in as a genie. Kingpin opens nationwide July 26.
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Van Arsdale named new M. Lax coach

LACROSSE
issue 3

At Virginia, I've seen it be successful. But it all hinges on the personnel we're able to recruit, not on our current situation. We're not capable of recruiting personnel who can make the leap at Virginia. I'm looking forward to recruiting personnel who can make the leap at Delaware, and I think we can work here.

"When I first came to Virginia six years ago and left Robert, where I had played for four years and had a first half against Robert, Van Arsdale said, "It just felt like they were being on top, on the side that was favored. This time, we'll simply be the overwhelming underdog. But I'll be glad to see what sort of people there are again."

Van Arsdale had a number of suitors in the past two years, but despite the relative scarcity of jobs, he has interviewed for vacancies as one of the many candidates for his services, although he said it was sometimes frustrating to be in the dark when it came to who was interested in the position.

"Right now, Princeton is at the top of the ladder," he said. "But there are a lot of other schools who hold their own. Tuscon is one of them.

"Van Arsdale says that eventually he hopes to bring Penn stall more than it's top, and acknowledges that it will be a slow process.

"It's just a matter of time," he said. "In the end, we all know that it's a matter of time.

Although he did not rule it out entirely, Van Arsdale said that he had no plans to ease up on the field, looking to get on the field and have a go at the job, and Van Arsdale had to wait until Van Arsdale was named new M. Lax coach.

In order to successfully implement a style of play, Van Arsdale says he will have to find ways to motivate and mold the team to his vision.

"I've been learning one-quarter yard that I do this," Van Arsdale said. "Also, I think the Penn administrators will be better suited to me now. I think it was important when I was in college to have a coach who had been a head coach before.

"That is not an important now. Van Arsdale won't have much of a decision at Penn in addition, and we had scheduled a veritable who's who of college lacrosse, including personal plus-flow synapses, in addition to their head coaches.

"Next year all of the big boys are on f the many candidates for the Penn position two

That's not so important now. I think it was important when Dunphy and Van Arsdale were on the field, but it will be a slow process and it will be a slow process.

I Monday! morning and begged him to change his mind. He finally agreed, and Van Arsdale was named new M. Lax coach.

Van Arsdale named new M. Lax coach

**Summer Patients Welcome**

Our goal is to provide excellent care for our patients. We have a team of highly trained and experienced professionals who are dedicated to ensuring that our patients receive the highest level of care possible. We are committed to providing compassionate and personalized care, and we strive to make sure that our patients feel comfortable and welcome while receiving treatment. We are always available to answer any questions or concerns you may have, so please feel free to contact us at any time.

The Summer Pennsylvania Sports Quiz

In what sport have Penn athletes won the most Olympic gold medals?

a) Swimming
b) Yachting
c) Track & Field
d) Women's Basketball

*Answers to previous puzzle:

CAMPUS TOWN

the student-friendly bookstore, needs your help, between August 19 - September 1.

Want to see more campus towns extra cash, meet new friends, save money on your textbooks? Give us a call or visit our website.

We have many positions in sales, marketing, inventory and finance.
Now or never for M. Lax

Monday's naming of a third Penn men's lacrosse coach in six seasons causes a bit of consternation. For as it is, Penn should have one of the top men's lacrosse programs in the nation. But at the same time, the Quakers are the nation's bottom rung in standings on the bottom rung of the standings.

Lacrosse is a regional game, played only in the Northeast. A disproportionate number of players come from New York City and Baltimore, like the Penn program in basketball.

A national reputation like Beano Cook's has been built on a strong recruiting base, a small but talent-laden team, the desire to be the best in his future endeavors.

Van Arsdale is Penn's third coach in four years.

By Eric Goldstein

The Summer Pennsylvanian

When Marc Van Arsdale accepted the basketball coaching job for the Penn men's basketball program, it was one of the many changes that lie ahead in his new position.

The former Virginia assistant coach will have to make the adjustment from the relative tranquility of Charlottesville, Va., to the hectic life of the Big Five in Philadelphia. He is moving from one of the nation's premier programs in the last place team in the Ivy.

Was Van Arsdale willing to leave the comfort of Division III college athletics. If that reputation sticks, if Penn is branded a second-rate program through a bad period before it is a consistent first class program. Which brings us, in a round about way, to the real question — how long before Van Arsdale begins in Seaman's last year, and by his immediate successor was G.W. Mix architect of Penn's glory years of the 1920s. Otherwise, a few summers from now, Penn will have a new president.